Victoria’s Basin Plan
Environmental Report Card
Water for the environment is working
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What is the
Basin Plan?
The Murray-Darling Basin supports a
vibrant, unique and highly important
environment, as well as providing
significant social, economic and cultural
benefits to regional communities.

Improving the health of waterways
takes time to show the full benefits.
As the Basin Plan was established in
2012, it’s early days to be seeing the full
benefits of water for the environment
(see figure), however some positive
signs are already evident in Victoria.
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In recent decades, the health of the Murray-Darling Basin has been
affected by droughts and over-use of water. Since 1994 the Victorian
government has been working with other states and communities to
manage the balance between social, economic and environmental
outcomes. In 2012, the Commonwealth government established the Basin
Plan, which set legal limits on the amount of water that can be taken from
the Basin. These are known as Sustainable Diversion Limits (SDLs), which
come into effect in 2019. Basin-wide, the SDLs are set to recover 2,750 GL
of water for the environment. Victoria’s share is 1,075 GL. The Basin Plan
allows for up to 650 GL of water recovery to be offset by works that deliver
the equivalent amount of environmental benefits. It also allows for the
recovery of an additional 450 GL through efficiency measures, but these
must have neutral or beneficial social and economic outcomes.

Five years on, it’s time
to check how things are
going and whether we
are starting to see the
benefits from water for
the environment.

Implementation of the Basin Plan in Victoria

COVER RIGHT: River Red Gum, by Keith
Ward, Goulburn Broken CMA

Cap on water
extraction
(1994), start of
Commonwealth
water purchase
(2007).

2012
BASIN PLAN
STARTED

TARGET ACHIEVED
Waterway is healthier
and more resilient
to climate change,
flooding and fire

RECOVERY
AND GROWTH
Action drops to a
maintenance level

RIGHT: Grey Teal pair by Paul Brown
COVER LEFT: Great Egret, by Keith Ward,
Goulburn Broken CMA
COVER CENTRE: Common spadefoot
Moodie Swamp,
by Jo Wood, Goulburn Broken CMA

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

Environmental condition

Management effort

30 YEARS
Community benefit range

Gunbower works
operational.

2013
Hattah Lakes
and Lindsay
Stage 1 works
operational.

Basin-wide
environmental
watering strategy
established.

2014

Mulcra Island
works
operational
(2011).
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PLANNING
AND TARGET
SETTING
Identify long
term outcomes
with local
communities

TAKING ACTION
Intensive on–
ground works
such as stream
frontage fencing,
revegetation, weed
management,
erosion control,
polution control and
environmental water
management
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2015
Long-Term
Watering Plans
established.
Mullaroo Creek
regulator
(Lindsay
Island) works
operational.

2017
2016

FIVE YEAR
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROGRESS
REPORTS.
New works projects
in detailed design
phase.

2020
2018

2019
Sustainable
Diversion
Limits
commence.

Most new works
projects in
construction phase.
Full Basin
Plan progress
evaluation, review
of Basin-wide
Watering Strategy
and Long-Term
Watering Plans.

2022
2021

Smaller new
works projects
operational.

2024
2023

BASIN PLAN
FULLY
IMPLEMENTED
All works projects
operational.
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As part of the Basin Plan,
water for the environment is
used to benefit:
LEFT: Barmah Lake by Keith Ward,
Goulburn Broken CMA

Waterbirds

Fish

Vegetation

What we expect to
achieve from water
for the environment.

River flows and
connectivity

Basin Plan

Basin Plan implementation in Victoria
Significant progress has
been made including:

Completed all three
Victorian Long-Term
Watering Plans in
2015 in accordance
with the Basin Plan
and the Basin-wide
Environmental Watering
Strategy to guide the
management of water
for the environment
in Victoria.
 elivered water for
D
the environment to
over 80 locations to
benefit ecosystems of
fish, waterbirds and
vegetation.

WIMMERA–MALLEE
WIMMERA–MALLEE

NORTHERN
VICTORIA
NORTHERN
VICTORIA

Sets high level targets including:
Up until 30 June 2019:
There is no loss or degradation in water dependent species

Recovered (and have
contracted to recover)
over 800 GL of Victoria’s
1075 GL water target (as
of 30 September 2017).
This represents 76% of
the total volume to be
recovered in Victoria.
 ompleted four major
C
works projects under
The Living Murray
initiative and
completed business
cases for another nine
environmental works
projects to deliver water
to high value sites.
Monitored over 30
locations where water
for the environment
has been delivered,
to evaluate its
effectiveness, and
help guide future
watering decisions.

VICTORIAN
MURRAY
VICTORIAN
MURRAY

Monitoring locations
Fish
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Vegetation

Birds

Beyond 1 July 2019:
There are improvements in water dependent species

Basin-wide Environmental
Watering Strategy
Builds on Basin Plan and sets measurable goals beyond 2019
and 2024 for water dependent species across the whole Basin

Victorian Long-Term Watering Plans
In accordance with Basin Plan and Basin-wide Environmental Watering Strategy,
Victoria’s targets for environmental watering are set in three Long-Term Watering Plans for:
Northern Victoria
Victorian Murray
Wimmera-Mallee

This report card provides a summary
of progress made in Victoria towards
achieving the Basin Plan environmental
outcomes. It describes progress towards
watering goals listed in Victoria’s Long–
Term Watering Plans for fish, waterbirds
and vegetation since 2012.
Victoria’s Basin Plan Environmental Report Card
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Achieving
environmental
outcomes isn’t
only about
adding water…
We need to be smart about how we get the
maximum environmental benefits from the
available water without causing flooding
and impacts to regional communities.
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TOP: Hipwell road channel works
BACKGROUND: Shillinglaws Regulator at
Gunbower by Shar Ramamurthy, DELWP
LOWER LEFT: Seasonal Watering Plan
field day by Anna Parker, North
Central CMA
LOWER RIGHT: River resnagging by
Zeb Tonkin, Arthur Rylah Institute

Making every drop count
Water is vitally important
—but is not enough on
its own to restore the
health of the Murray–
Darling Basin rivers and
floodplains. Even with
water recovery through
the Basin Plan, the rivers in
the Murray–Darling Basin
remain highly regulated.
Water is needed for human
and agricultural use, and
there are weirs and dams
distributed across the river
systems to support regional
populations, agriculture
and other industries.
Victoria’s long–standing
approach has been to make
sure that the water for
environment is managed
efficiently—to get the best
environmental benefits
from the least amount
of water.

riparian restoration. pest control
(including keeping feral pigs out
of wetlands), native fish stocking
and sustainable irrigation
programs help maintain healthy
catchments.

Environmental works and
complementary measures are
critical to achieving optimal
benefits from use of water.
Environmental works include
infrastructure like channels,
regulators, levee banks and
pumps. They can be used to
target water to wetlands and
floodplains to provide the right
timing, frequency and length of
inundation needed by the water
dependant plants and animals
For example, environmental works
can help deliver water to make
sure a bird breeding event can
be completed—without flooding
farmland and impacting regional
communities. Environmental works
provide operational flexibility,
meaning water can be delivered
efficiently when required and can
also be kept out for drying phases.
Further, water can be delivered in
extended dry spells to maintain
healthy refuges that plants and
animals can shelter in, so they can
expand when wetter periods return.
Complementary measures are
used to ‘complement’ water for
the environment—addressing
other issues to make sure that
the benefits can be achieved.
These include fishways to help
fish move past barriers such
as weirs, and complementary
habitat restoration like returning
woody debris (‘snags’) to
rivers for fish habitat. Other
complementary measures such as

All water users and Basin
communities are dealing with
the reality of having less water
available. Environmental works
and complementary measures
can enable the benefits to be
achieved in floodplains and
wetlands with less water than
would be needed if natural floods
were replicated along the whole
river. They can influence large
areas—thousands of hectares of
floodplain or wetland. The Basin
Plan allows for up to 650 GL of
water recovery to be offset by
works that deliver the equivalent
amount of environmental benefits.
We know this approach works.
Environmental works have been
used to deliver water to wetland
sites that are isolated from river
systems because of roads or
irrigation infrastructure. For
example, Lake Cullen can now
receive water via the irrigation
supply system. Works have
been built at large scales too.
For example, works at four
Victorian Murray floodplain sites
(Gunbower Forest, Hattah lakes,
Lindsay Island and Mulcra Island)
are delivering great outcomes
—without impacting regional
communities and landholders.

Victoria’s Basin Plan Environmental Report Card
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Gunbower State Forest
Koondrook-Perricoota
Forest
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Environmental works projects help
achieve Basin Plan environmental
outcomes and reduce the need for
the Commonwealth to buy back
more water.

watch video*
Gunbower works
improve river health
through connectivity
and returning carbon
to the river.

Victoria has identified nine new high-quality projects allowing the
watering of approximately 14,440 ha of floodplain to help achieve
Basin Plan outcomes.
These include:
 elsar–Yungera Floodplain
B
Management Project

 indsay Island (Stage 2)
L
Floodplain Management Project

 urra Creek Floodplain
B
Management Proposal

 yah Floodplain
N
Management Project

 unbower National Park
G
Floodplain Management Project

 inifera Floodplain
V
Management Project

 uttrum and Benwell
G
State Forests Floodplain
Environmental Works Project

 allpolla Island Floodplain
W
Management Project

 attah Lakes North Floodplain
H
Management Project
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Torrumbarry
Weir and Fishway

TOP LEFT: Hattah Lakes
pumps by Lauren Murphy,
Mallee CMA
LOWER LEFT: Environmental
water exiting Gunbower Forest
LOWER RIGHT: Torrumbarry
fishway by Ivor Stuart, Arthur
Rylah Institute

At Gunbower Forest, the Hipwell
Road channel works (featured
above) have already enabled
environmental water managers
to mimic floods by delivering
water from Gunbower Creek
into approximately 3,500 ha of
floodplain forest. This establishes
connectivity between Gunbower
Creek, the floodplain and the
Murray River. This water can then
be re-used at high priority sites
further downstream.

Torrumbarry weir
fishway opens a
highway for native fish.

Less water required
for great outcomes
at Hattah Lakes.
* h ttp://www.malleecma.vic.gov.
au/resources/video-gallery/
water-for-hattah-video

To restore breeding related
movements of important native
fish species such as Golden
Perch and Silver Perch, fishways
have been constructed along the
Murray River. The first of these was
Torrumbarry Weir fishway, 1638 km
from the sea, completed in 1991.
Since then, over 170,000 native
fish representing nine species
have passed through the fishway,
including 107,000 Silver Perch and
35,000 Golden Perch.

The Hattah Lakes works mean that
environmental outcomes that would
otherwise require floods in the river
for several months, peaking at
140,000 ML/day, can be achieved by
pumping water into the creeks and
lakes when the river is at its normal
regulated level of around 10,000 ML/
day. In 2017, the pumps were used
to top up a natural flood from 2016
that left many of the wetlands full of
water. The Lakes were open to the
river in the early stages of pumping,
and then when the lakes were
draining. At other times the works
can be used to fill Chalka Creek and
wetlands. These works are already
showing great environmental
benefits. Fish are able to move
freely during system filing and
draining, birds are provided habitat,
vegetation is improving and
communities benefit from increases
in visitor numbers.

Victoria’s Basin Plan Environmental Report Card
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Fish Report Card
Native fish are benefitting from
water for the environment.
There are an estimated 45 species of native fish in the Murray-Darling
Basin and in 2003, native fish populations were estimated to be 10%
of their pre–European–settlement levels. Whilst some native fish
populations have been on the rise prior to Basin Plan thanks to habitat
restoration and improved connectivity through fishways, there is lots of
room for improvements and we are already seeing positive signs of this.
Whilst returning water is vitally important, complementary measures
are essential. For example, carp continue to be an issue throughout the
system, and environmental water management alone will not combat
this problem.
The goals below are compiled from Victoria’s Long-Term Watering Plans.

 atering goal: Improve abundance
W
of large-bodied native fish
What has happened:
Increases in abundance in all systems monitored for species
including Murray Cod, Golden Perch, Silver Perch, Trout Cod
and Catfish.

Data collected
since 2012
indicates Silver
Perch abundances in
the Campaspe and
Goulburn Rivers were
at a record high
in 2017.

 argeted delivery of water for the environment has triggered
T
breeding responses including:
– spawning of Golden Perch

TOP LEFT: Golden perch release, by Paul Thomas

– recruitment of Murray Cod

TOP CENTRE: Golden Perch, by Paul Thomas

– migration of Silver Perch and Golden Perch.

Other
factors have also contributed to increased abundance:
habitat restoration, connectivity including fishways and fish stocking.

Watering goal: Maintain native fish species richness

TOP RIGHT: Murray Cod, by Paul Thomas
LOWER LEFT: Golden Perch, by Zeb Tonkin,
Arthur Rylah Institute
LOWER CENTRE: Silver Perch, by Jarod Lyon,
Arthur Rylah Institute
LOWER RIGHT : Hattah Lakes, by Lauren Murphy,
Mallee CMA

What has happened:
 e have maintained the same number of native fish species
W
in all systems monitored.

 n track to meet
O
this objective

 he numbers and distribution of some rare and threatened
T
fish species including Trout Cod and Southern Pygmy Perch
have increased.

I nformation not
yet sufficient

 atering goal: Maintain small-bodied native fish
W
distribution and abundance

 ot on track to meet
N
this objective

What has happened:
Broad distribution maintained, with small-bodied native fish
remaining present in all waterbodies monitored.
 bundance either stayed the same or increased in
A
waterbodies monitored.
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Golden
Perch up

300%

More Golden Perch in
the Goulburn River.
Water for the
environment has helped
increase the number of
Golden Perch (pictured)
in the Goulburn river by
around 300% between
2012 and 2017.

Water for the environment has
been successfully targeted in
the Goulburn River to cue both
the spawning and long-distance
migration of Golden Perch in all
four years that water has been
delivered. Some Golden Perch
present in the population are
from successful spawning in the
Goulburn River. This provides
strong evidence that water for
the environment has contributed
to the dramatic increase in
abundance of Golden Perch,
alongside other complementary
measures such as habitat
restoration and improved
connectivity through fishways.
Water for the environment has
also contributed to large increases
in abundance of other native
fish species in the Goulburn and
Campaspe Rivers including Murray
Cod, Silver Perch, Trout Cod and
Murray Rainbowfish.

Silver Perch return to
the rivers thanks to
environmental flows.

Native fish numbers
explode in the Hattah
Lakes.

Huge numbers of Silver
Perch (pictured below)
have returned to the
Goulburn and Campaspe
Rivers for the first time in
10 years thanks to water
for the environment.

Water for the environment
has resulted in a
tremendous increase in
small-bodied native fish at
the Hattah Lakes.

Huge numbers of Silver Perch
(pictured) have returned to the
Goulburn and Campaspe Rivers
for the first time in 10 years thanks
to water for the environment. Silver
Perch were found to undertake
long-distance migration in
response to environmental flows,
with a total of 9,800 Silver Perch
recorded moving through the
Torrumbarry fishway over the last
two years.

In 2012-13, monitoring recorded
a total of 381 fish from five
species, and over the subsequent
years this number has steadily
increased to 41,550 fish from
six species in 2016-17. These
include threatened species such
as Murray Rainbowfish and
Unspecked Hardyhead.

Victoria’s Basin Plan Environmental Report Card
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Waterbirds Report Card
While waterbirds are coming off a low
population base, early results suggest
we are on the right track.

In recent decades, waterbirds have suffered declines in abundance by
over 70% across the Murray-Darling Basin. This has been due to range of
impacts including drought, habitat loss, feral animals and development
overseas impacting habitats of migratory species. As waterbird
populations are low, change will be slow. Environmental watering goals
are aimed at providing habitat and breeding opportunities to help
waterbirds recover.

threatened
species are
breeding
in Victorian
sites

The goals below are compiled from Victoria’s Long-Term Watering Plans.

Watering goal: Improve habitat for waterbirds
What has happened:
 y watering more sites, i.e. 92% of systems or locations in the LongB
Term Watering Plans, we’ve provided a mosaic of healthy habitats
across the landscape.
 t all systems monitored, waterbirds have been observed using the
A
habitat for feeding, socialising and/or breeding.
 hese systems can support large numbers of waterbirds, such as
T
27,000 waterbirds from 32 species recorded at Lake Elizabeth, and
also provide habitat for internationally threatened species, such
as Australasian Bitterns which were recorded at a number of sites
including Barmah Forest, Lake Cullen and Johnson Swamp.

ABOVE LEFT: Cormorant nesting
colony at Harbours Lake, by Keith
Ward, Goulburn Broken CMA
ABOVE CENTRE: Egret by Anna
Parker North Central CMA
ABOVE RIGHT: Magpie Geese
at Black Swamp, by Jo Wood,
Goulburn Broken CMA
LOWER LEFT : White Ibis chick, by
Keith Ward, Goulburn Broken CMA
LOWER RIGHT : Red-necked Stint,
Lake Elizabeth, by Damien Cook,
Rakali Ecological Consulting

 atering goal: Improve breeding opportunities
W
for water birds
What has happened:
 reeding has been observed in many watered systems including
B
Barmah Forest, Hattah Lakes, Black Swamp, Johnson Swamp, Lake
Cullen, Lake Elizabeth, Lake Meran, Lake Yando, McDonalds Swamp
and the Wirra-Lo Complex.
 hreatened species such as Magpie Geese have returned to
T
systems (where they haven’t been seen for many years) and
have been breeding.

up to

27,000

Lake Cullen becomes
a bird paradise
after water for the
environment is provided.

Water for the environment
supports habitat for
waterbird breeding at
Barmah Forest.

In 2016, natural flows were
topped up with water for
the environment twice
to support waterbird
habitat, feeding and
breeding at Lake Cullen,
resulting in an enormous
abundance and diversity
of waterbirds.

At Barmah Forest, every
year water has been
delivered, waterbirds
have been breeding.

Up to 4,326 waterbirds were
recorded per monitoring visit,
comprising 47 species, after the
watering. 17 threatened species
were seen to use Lake Cullen,
including 120 Eastern Great
Egrets and 16 Australasian
Bitterns - of which there are only
1000 individuals left worldwide.
Water for the environment has
also helped at least six waterbird
species breed, including nationally
threatened Magpie Geese
(pictured above), which have not
been recorded in the Kerang area
for many years.

Hattah Lakes watering
attracts threatened
species.
Water for the environment
has helped maintain both
the number of species and
abundance of waterbirds
at Hattah Lakes.

In 2012/13, over 1,567 pairs of
colonial waterbirds were nesting
including Australian White Ibis
and Royal Spoonbills. In 2013/14,
large colonies of Little Pied
Cormorants and threatened
Eastern Great Egrets were seen
breeding. In 2014/15, White Bellied
Sea Eagle chicks indicated
successful breeding had
occurred. In 2015/16, over 1,900
nests from seven bird species
were recorded and in 2016/17 over
40 internationally threatened
Australasian Bitterns and 4,220
Nankeen Night Heron nests
were recorded. These findings
emphasise that water for the
environment continues to provide
diverse waterbird breeding
opportunities at Barmah Forest
year after year.

In 2017, the nationally listed
migratory Red Necked Stints
were recorded at Hattah Lakes
for the first time. Numbers
of threatened Australasian
Shovelers have increased
substantially since environmental
watering began, from four
individuals recorded in 2014, to
220 individuals recorded in 2017.

waterbirds
per site
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Vegetation Report Card
The Murray-Darling Basin supports
many native plant species that provide
valuable food and habitat for waterbirds,
native fish, frogs, turtles and mammals.
Vegetation has suffered declines in the past and consideration needs to
be given to the legacy effects of historical land use, river regulation, and
climatic variables (including low rainfall and the Millennium drought).
The drought had a significant impact on floodplain vegetation. There
are still large areas of dead and stressed Black Box and River Red Gum
trees, especially at higher elevations where water for the environment
cannot be provided.
The goals below are compiled from Victoria’s Long-Term Watering Plans.

 atering goal: Maintain condition
W
of wetland vegetation
What has happened:

What has happened:

Positive responses in wetland vegetation observed
in all watered systems.

Information about response to watering is
currently only available from one site, which is
showing that water for the environment has
improved riparian vegetation abundance and
diversity.

 Greater vegetation abundance and/or species
diversity observed in most systems.
 Growth of threatened species supported in some
systems such as River Swamp Wallaby Grass
at Black Swamp and Ridged Water-Milfoil at
Kinnairds Wetland.

Watering

goal: Maintain and improve
condition of Black Box, Red Gum, Shrub
and Lignum vegetation communities
What has happened:
 Where water for the environment has been
delivered Black Box and Red Gum vegetation
communities have healthier tree canopies and
understorey vegetation.
 Where water for the environment has been
delivered Black Box and Red Gum trees have
higher numbers of saplings and seedlings, and
more sustainable populations.
 In areas of the floodplain that have not been
watered, the decline in condition of Black Box
and Red Gum trees has continued.
 As only one system has been monitored to date,
there is not yet sufficient data to measure shrub
and lignum community response to water for the
environment.
13

Watering

goal: Improve condition
of riparian vegetation
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Whilst there is currently insufficient data to
confidently assess riparian vegetation response
at a larger scale, additional monitoring sites have
been established.

ABOVE LEFT: N.crenata Moodie
Swamp, by Jo Wood, Goulburn
Broken CMA
ABOVE CENTRE: Greens Swamp
ABOVE RIGHT: River Red Gum on
Little Rushy Swamp, by Keith Ward
LOWER CENTRE: Dense growth
of aquatic vegetation at lake
Elizabeth, by Damien Cook, Rakali
Ecological Consulting
BOTTOM RIGHT : Reedy Lagoon
after eFlow, Gunbower Forest, Nov
2015, by Dylan Osler

healthier
wetland
vegetation

Water for the
environment benefits
Black Box at LindsayMulcra-Wallpolla
Islands.

Wetland vegetation
flourishes in Lake
Elizabeth thanks
to water for the
environment.

Healthier River Red
Gums at Gunbower
Forest after delivery
of water for the
environment.

Black box trees at
Lindsay-MulcraWallpolla Islands at
recently flooded sites
- through natural
and/or water for the
environment (since 2014)
were found to support
a greater range of life
stages, higher numbers
of saplings and seedlings
and fewer dead trees
- resulting in a more
healthy and sustainable
population.

In 2013 to 2015 water for
the environment has led
to a rapid expansion of
the aquatic vegetation at
Lake Elizabeth, increasing
from 1 ha of cover in 2013,
to 65 ha in 2015.

At Gunbower Forest, River
Red Gums that received
environmental water are
healthier than those
that didn’t.

Recently flooded trees were
also in better health. During the
Millennium drought, Victoria
was using irrigation pumps and
temporary levees to stop River
Red Gums and Black Box from
dying. We have come a long way
since 2014.

The increase in vegetation cover
greatly improved the productivity
of the wetland and attracted
an enormous number and
diversity of waterbirds. Up to 21
different species were observed
in a six hour period. Water for
the environment also promoted
the growth of waterplant Ruppia,
which is the preferred habitat of
the threatened Murray Hardyhead
fish species.

All life stages of River Red Gums
(including seedlings, saplings
and trees) have been recorded in
association with delivery of water
for the environment. River Red
Gum saplings in the population
have increased from 2012 to
2017 indicating that seedlings
are surviving. Water for the
environment has also increased
native understorey vegetation
richness and cover, comparable to
that after natural flooding.

Victoria’s Basin Plan Environmental Report Card
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Summary
The vision for the Basin Plan is for
strong and vibrant communities,
productive and resilient industries
and healthy and diverse
ecosystems. Five years on from
establishing the Basin Plan in 2012,
water has been recovered for the
environment and we are starting
to see the benefits. Native fish
numbers are on the up, waterbirds
are breeding, frogs are returning
and the plants are turning green
again. The Basin environment
in Victoria is improving and it’s
only going to get better as we
continue to deliver water for the
environment and accompany
it with environmental works
projects and other complementary
measures for river health.

For further information visit:

water.vic.gov.au/reportcard
vewh.vic.gov.au

